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Coaching Psychology Explained
Some of you may be asking what is coaching psychology

and how does it differ from other forms of coaching. Is it

therapy or some sort or unstructured nonsense? To that

aim,  I  hope  to  be  able  to  clarify  what  coaching

psychology is, what it isn’t and how coaching psychology

will provide you with the best possible service.

So why do clients use coaching psychology 

services?

Coaching psychology is a service that people access when they feel  that  professional

support in building a happier, more successful or satisfying life would be of value to them.

How do coaching psychologists support their clients?

Contrary  to  the  usual  portrayal  of  psychologists  in  the  popular  media,  coaching

psychologists do not judge, impose or assume that they are the ‘expert’ in what the client

needs in life, and they certainly do not give ‘advice’. Good coaching psychology is about

using the art and science of psychology in practical down to earth ways to support clients

in creating their own success at work and in life.

It is worth bearing in mind that the tools and techniques currently applied by practising

coaching psychologists have been drawn from the domains of clinical,  counselling and

organisational/occupational  psychology  and  are  predominantly  cognitive  behavioural  in

nature.

One of the ways coaching psychologists support clients is by helping them set out their

own path for personal success in life and at work and not by providing a specific set of

answers or ‘paradigm‘ to work with.

Coaching  Psychologists  will  also  constructively  challenge  the  beliefs  and  assumptions

clients make that prevent them either from reaching their full potential or find a different

path to follow in support of building a happier, more successful or satisfying life.
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Coaching psychology supports  future  happiness,  satisfaction  and success through the

exploration of the choices people have made to inform better decision making practices in

the ‘here and now’.

Sometimes coaching psychologists use specific, focused techniques with long and scary

sounding names which can be daunting for  people who are not  from an academic or

scientific  background.  A  good  Coaching  Psychologist  will  ensure  that  when  specific

techniques are used, that they do not get in the way of the developmental process.

Rather than using professional jargon the techniques used by Coaching Psychologists are

explained  in  clear  everyday  language  and  explanations  generally  cover  what  specific

techniques are being used and why. Coaching Psychologists are able to offer a simple

explanation of scientific evidence for applying specific approaches in language that clients

can understand.

Using psychological approaches in ways that are not ‘clinical’ or ‘medically’ focussed has

significant scope for supporting people with mild to moderate mental health issues in the

wider community.

The client’s needs, wishes and best interests are always paramount in considering the

structure of coaching psychology services and explicit client permission is needed if issues

of this nature are to be addressed within a coaching relationship.

A coaching psychology programme is complete when the client feels able to lay down their

own path  to  happiness,  satisfaction  or  success  without  needing  our  ongoing  support.

There is no set time frame for this because each client is different and has unique needs.

Clients are always welcome to re-engage with services at times of particular stress or

where big decisions are being made and additional support is felt to be useful.

The ultimate goal of a coaching psychology service is to provide a focused service in

support of clients in developing insight and skill in tapping their own inner resources.

One of the ways coaching psychologists achieve this goal is by supporting clients to get in

touch with their inner resources in the uniquely personal ways that make sense to them.
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How is coaching psychology different from other types of psychological service?

There are many sub-domains of psychology which is often confusing both for clients and

psychologists  alike.  The many names for  the  services  psychologists  deliver  in  society

essentially cover the same kinds of services delivered in different contexts and which draw

upon different combinations of evidence based tools, techniques and practices. At the end

of  the  day,  coaching  psychologists  are  not  really  different  at  all  from  other  types  of

psychologists. What all psychologists have in common is that we use both the art and the

science of psychology to provide compassionate services for clients who come to us for

support in leading happier, more successful or satisfying lives.

What this means is that a coaching psychologist  can be usefully defined as a helping

professional who applies the art and science of psychology to support clients in leading

happier, more successful or satisfying lives within a coaching relationship. If  you are a

psychologist and take this broad and positive approach to your work then in my view you

can legitimately  call  yourself  a  coaching psychologist  irrespective of  what  domain you

practice in or what specific tools and techniques you use in support of your practice.

If coaching psychology is another expression of existing psychological skills then is it worth

getting a specialised qualification to practice as a coaching psychologist?

It is worth bearing in mind that most established coaching psychologists do not have a

qualification  that  is  specific  to  ‘coaching  psychology’  because  existing  forms  of

accreditation do provide psychologists with a skill  set that is appropriate to this kind of

practice.  Interesting  and  valuable  Continuing  Professional  Development  options  are

available for seasoned psychologist practitioners to address a range of specific interests

and skills gaps. And a range of exciting new University accredited qualifications at Masters

and  Doctorate  level  are  also  available.  However,  if  you  are  interested  in  Coaching

Psychology and live in a country where psychology is regulated, then it is advisable to

refer to your local professional and regulatory bodies to ensure that any training option you

take will comply with local registration and licensing requirements.

A final thought

Perhaps  the  one  defining  feature  of  those  of  us  who  call  ourselves  ‘coaching
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psychologists’ both now and in the future is that we have broken free of the limitations

imposed on us by the way the profession of psychology has been artificially subdivided

into ‘silos’ within the various professional bodies that we all belong to around the world.

What could ultimately define us as Coaching Psychologists is the creativity and courage to

apply psychological arts and sciences in ways that are as unique and individual as the

clients we support.

(Adapted  from  http://www.coachingpsychologist.net/WhatIs/  by  Pauline  Willis  MAPS

CPsychol CSci)
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